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Abstract
Searching for a suitable wedding gift can be a stressful experience for any guest to a
wedding. It requires a substantial commitment in terms of time, effort and money.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that the gift finally purchased will be one that the wedding
couple desire. More often than not the couple receive gifts that they already have, that are
of no use to them or that they simply do not desire. This can be troublesome for both
parties involved. The couple have received a gift that they simply do not want and the guest
will be disheartened or embarrassed at having presented the couple with the “wrong” gift.
The issues presented highlight the need for a solution that will challenge the problem that
faces wedding guests. There must be some tool that will offer peace of mind to couples and
guests. The proposed solution is The Wedding Wish List. This is a tool that will ensure that
the problems facing wedding guests are eliminated and therefore the wedding couples will
receive the gifts that they really desire.
The Wedding Wish List is a website that caters for wedding guests. The website represents a
hypothetical online store that holds a database of products. Wedding couples can register
with the website and browse through the products offered. They can start building their lists
which are then saved in the members’ portal. They can log on and edit their lists by deleting
items or adding new items to the lists. The couple can then provide supply their guests will
the relevant username so that guests can view the wish lists online. The guests can purchase
items directly from the online store or via a third party (via a hyperlink). Once items are
purchased off a list they are removed so that no duplication of gifts occurs.
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1.1 Introduction
1.2 The Problem
There are two major stakeholders involved with this project: the wedding couple and the
wedding guests. There are issues for the couples and the guests but the desired outcome is
that all stakeholders involved are satisfied.
1.2.1 The Couples’ Problem
Wedding couples vary in terms of what stage of life they are currently at. They may be a
young couple who are moving into their first house together or they could be an older
couple who have lived together prior to getting married. No matter what their circumstance
is each couple has an opportunity to avail of the kindness of their future wedding guests.
Guests generally want to present the couple with a gift to mark the beginning of their new
life together. One major problem affecting the couple is that their guests may not have
sufficient knowledge to supply the couple with a gift they actually desire. This can lead to
potential concerns for the wedding couple such as the following:
§

Receiving gifts for which they have no use

§

Receiving unwanted gifts

§

Receiving multiple gifts that are the same or similar

§

Some couples may feel embarrassed if guests ask them explicitly what they would
like as a gift

1.2.2 The Guests’ Problem
When attending a wedding there are a number of questions the guests will ask themselves.
Apart from the obvious question of what to wear there is another pressing question which
requires immediate attention – what to bring as a gift. The list can seem endless. There are
considerations to take into account including:
§

What do the couple need?

§

What do they want?

§

What do they already have?

§

What are other guests buying?

§

How much should the gift cost?
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Is it best to bring the gift to the wedding, before or after?

§

Is it acceptable to just ask the couple what they would like?
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The process of buying a gift is thus very stressful for some. More often than not the guests
surmise as to what is the perfect gift. There are some problems that can arise from not
knowing what gift the couple need and/or want:
§

Embarrassment of buying the “wrong” gift

§

Wasting time and money travelling round stores looking for gifts

§

Committing to a large spend when it may not have been necessary

§

Worry and stress about not knowing whether the gift is suitable for the couple

1.3 The Solution
The proposed solution is The Wedding Wish List, an online tool that allows couples to
construct their own personal wish list and publish it for their friends and family to view. Any
guests to the wedding can visit the website and view the wish list. They can purchase
directly from the site or via the third party link. The solution ensures that the couple will
receive the gifts they desire and the guests save themselves time and effort in searching for
a relevant gift.
The solution was carefully constructed and was primarily based on the user stories gathered
during the analysis phase. The main objective for wedding list services in the retail industry
is to make profit. As this is not the core principle of this project more attention can be
placed upon providing the best service possible.
1.4 The Dissertation
The remainder of this report will focus on the different stages involved in developing The
Wedding Wish List. A working prototype of the website will be supplied with the report. The
report acts as an insight into how the site was initially drawn up, designed and
implemented.
An Analysis chapter will research the current market available and look at the areas where
The Wedding Wish List differs. Any background research will be documented in this chapter
and functional requirements will be presented.
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The Design chapter will cover the design process of the user interface and the software
architecture. Any options that have since been disregarded will be included in order to
highlight the varying options that were available.
The Implementation chapter will explore the execution of the project. It will analyze any
code from external sources that has been implemented with original code. It will also look
at specific tools used to support the development process.
The Testing and Evaluation chapter will report on the testing of the website. The results will
be compared to the user stories set out in the introduction in order to measure the success
of the project. Any major functionality problems will be addressed and the project will be
re-tested. Once it has been tested a sufficient number of times the evaluations will then be
drawn up.
Finally, a Conclusions chapter will critically assess the project and provide a summary of the
overall work. It will take on board any recommendations that have risen during the testing
and evaluation phase. It will look at what would have been done differently given a wider
time-frame.

2.1 Analysis
2.1.1 Introduction
The main objective of this chapter is to provide details of the analysis undertaken in regards
to The Wedding Wish List. There are various options available at the moment concerning
couples who wish to set wish lists up. These options will be explored and The Wedding Wish
List will be presented as an alternative to these models.
2.2 Background Research
There are requirements that the Wedding Wish List must contain which will be presented
later. The current proposal is to create a system which allows the couple to build and
manage a list. It also allows the guests to use the system to view a list and make purchases
from it. In order to take the desired steps forward to create a gift list it is important to
analyse what is currently available on the UK market.
2.2.1 The Current Market
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There are some existing options on the market for those who wish to create a wedding list.
These include online resources and also resources available within some stores.
2.2.2 Online Options for Couples

Prezola is a UK based company which runs an online wedding gift service. The company
works with brand partners which allows them to have their own stock file. It is free to set up
although there is a premier plus account available for a one off fee of £39.00.
Benefits of using Prezola include:
§

Impressive and vast list of brand partners boasting premium brands

§

Thus boasting a large array of products to choose from

§

Free help and advice

§

Incentives for couples such as free delivery and 10% discount

There are some drawbacks however:
§

To upgrade to a premier plus account there is a fee of £39.00. The advantage of a
premier plus account seems to be a cash gift option – something, which can be
argued, should be made available as standard

§

Prices are not subject to normal high street store sales and promotions

§

Guests are tied down to Prezola’s returns & exchanges policy and not that of the
brand they purchased from

Gifster is another online source which is available to couples who want to build a wedding
list. It works by users creating a group and then adding other users to that group. They
create lists which have direct links to websites where others can purchase the gifts.
7
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Some advantages of Gifster include:
§

Very quick and straightforward to set up

§

No fees

§

A mobile app version also available

§

Option to create groups so that families and friends can have their own private gift
service

§

Direct links to online store provided. If desired, users can “shop around” for cheaper
alternatives

The disadvantages of Gifster include:
§

It is not geared towards wedding lists specifically

§

It is an American website. This could create problems for users from Northern
Ireland if any issues arise over delivery for example

§

It is aimed at close knit groups such as a family group rather than a larger group for a
wedding

2.2.3 High Street Options
The obvious advantage of choosing a list on the high street over an online store is that it
offers couples and guests an opportunity to experience the gifts first hand and physically
inspect them before choosing or buying.

An obvious choice for many couples in Northern Ireland to create a wedding list is
Debenhams. This is because Debenhams is an established name in the UK and has offered a
wedding list service for many years. They offer a personal service involving meetings with
concierges in store.
There are some advantages of using Debenhams to create a wedding list:
§

A personable service is offered via face to face meetings with staff of Debenhams
who can guide couples through the whole process of creating, managing and
completing their list
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Meetings in store can be arranged at any time allowing the couple to allocate time to
focus solely on their wedding list

§

Couples can view physical items in store before putting them onto their list

§

Wide variety of choice as Debenhams is a large department store with an extensive
catalogue available online and in store

§

Peace of mind knowing that the list was created in a local store

§

Guests can contribute to an overall gift card if the list has been fully purchased

§

The lists can be managed online as well as in store

Some drawbacks can arise:
§

Couples are tied down to Debenhams’ stock file

§

Delivery is arranged with Debenhams so any queries must go through them

§

Some guests may not be able to get into store to view the list (although the lists are
available to view online as well)

§

The price guests pay are subject to Debenhams’ sales and promotions. No option to
“shop around” for less expensive options

Smyth Patterson is a department store based in Lisburn, Northern Ireland. Lisburn has
gained a great reputation as a shopping city and Smyth Patterson is one of the city’s flagship
stores. It also offers a wedding service.
The advantages of Smyth Patterson’s wedding list service includes:
§

As with Debenhams, they offer a personal in-store service which involves setting up
and managing a wedding list

§

Free notification cards are provided for couples to include in their wedding
invitations notifying guests of the location of their wedding list

§

If anything is not purchased off their list, then the couple can purchase the remaining
items and receive a further 20% off
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Smyth Patterson offer an extensive range of white goods and large appliances. This is
a good opportunity for the couple to acquire these items for their new home and for
guests to club together to make a larger purchase

§

Couples can choose a delivery date that is convenient for them to have all their gifts
delivered

Smyth Patterson’s wedding list service does include some disadvantages:
§

Again, the guests are limited to the items that Smyth Paterson stock

§

Guests cannot have their online purchases delivered to them. All gifts go to the store
and then are delivered to the couple

§

Smyth Patterson is an independent store. If there are any issues regarding stock
there are no other stores that can be contacted

§

Unfortunately for Smyth Patterson, the area the store is located is subject to a lot of
roadworks. This can put guests off shopping there

2.2.4 Findings
The background research has highlighted some points of note. Firstly, it is evident that
couples who set up a wedding list in Northern Ireland will have options available to them.
They have the option of calling into high street stores such as Debenhams or Smyth
Patterson. They can make their list an exclusively online affair by using the likes of Prezola.
The advantages and disadvantages of both type of systems have been outlined above. The
Wedding Wish List will offer an alternative tool for users. The advantages of the current
market options have been considered but The Wedding Wish List will look to expand further
and take advantage of possible gaps, such as offering a third party supplier option.
2.3 System Requirements
In order for The Wedding Wish List to be successful it must adhere to system requirements.
These are a list of necessary functions, capabilities, or characteristics related to the website
and the plans for creating it (Website requirements, 2013.) These come in the form of
functional and non-functional requirements.
2.3.1 Functional Requirements
Functional requirements focus on the functionality of a system and are based upon the
expected functioning of the system (SearchSoftwareQuality, 2016). The user stories help to
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highlight what functional requirements The Wedding Wish List should possess. The user
stories (Figure 1) are important as functional requirements necessitate external interaction
(codespread, 2013).

“WE ARE A YOUNG COUPLE WHO
HAVE JUST GOT ENGAGED AND
BOUGHT A NEW HOUSE. WE PLAN
TO USE A WEDDING LIST TO FILL
OUR HOUSE UP WITH ESSENTIALS.”

“WE HAVE BOTH BEEN MARRIED
BEFORE SO WE DON’T NEED ITEMS
SUCH AS KETTLES, TOASTERS ETC
BUT IT WILLL BE NICE BEING ABLE
TO CHOOSE OTHER ITEMS AS OUR
HOUSE HAS BEEN DECORATED A
SPECIFIC WAY.”

“AS A SAME SEX COUPLE WE HOPE
THAT WEDDING LISTS ARE NOT
EXCLUSIVE TO HETEROSEXUAL
COUPLES. IT SHOULD BE A SERVICE
AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE.”

“OUR FRIENDS JUST GOT ENGAGED.
A YOUNG COUPLE STARTING OUT
IN LIFE TOGETHER SHOULD HAVE A
WASHING MACHINE! A FEW OF US
WOULD LIKE TO CLUB TOGETHER
AND GET THIS FOR THEM.”

“MY BROTHER HAS BEEN MARRIED
BEFORE BUT I DON’T REALLY KNOW
HIS NEW FIANCEE SO I AM UNSURE
OF WHAT SUITS AS A GIFT. IF
SOMEONE ELSE CHOOSES THE GIFT
FOR ME THEN I AM MORE THAN
HAPPY TO PAY FOR IT.”

“AS A GUEST I LIKE THE FACT THAT
A WEDDING LIST HAS ALL THE
ITEMS AVAILABLE FOR ME TO
CHOOSE FROM….BUT WHAT IF I
CAN GET THE ITEM CHEAPER
ELSEWHERE?”

“OUR STORE OFFERS FULL RANGES
IN DINNERWARE, GLASSWARE ETC
SO SOME GUESTS CAN PURCHASE A
FULL SET BETWEEN A FEW OF
THEM.”

“HAVING AN ONLINE VERSION OF
OUR STORE’S WEDDING LIST
SERVICE IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE
SOME PEOPLE CAN’T MAKE IT INTO
STORE OR SOMETIMES THEY JUST
DON’T WANT TO!”

“SOME GUESTS DO COMPLAIN
THAT THEY HAVE SEEN ITEMS
CHEAPER ELSEWHERE. THEY HAVE
TO TAKE THAT UP WITH THE
COUPLE BECAUSE THEY CHOSE TO
HAVE THEIR LIST IN THIS STORE.”

Figure 1 - User Stories for The Wedding Wish List

The user stories highlight the main areas that the Wedding Wish List will address in terms of
what the current market demands. The stories cover a range of distinct couples, each of
whom are at different stages in their lives. Some couples are young and are just beginning a
new life together. Others have been married previously and are now entering their second
marriage. Both couples are ultimately looking for wedding gifts that will be of use to them.
Figure 1 highlights that guests require guidance on what to purchase. Certain people really
struggle with buying gifts and desperately need some direction on the matter. Stories from
employees who work in an industry that supply wedding lists were assembled in order to
emphasize that there are issues in the market at present which are not currently being
addressed. The Wedding Wish List has been established mainly to aid wedding guests in
their shopping.
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The user stories help to gather the functional requirements of the project. The Wedding
Wish List website’s functional requirements are:
§

The website should make available to users the full catalogue of products

§

The website should have the products categorised in their correct department

§

The website should have a picture, price and description of each product

§

The website should have the option for each product to be added to a wedding list

§

The website should let the user choose the quantity of each product desired

§

The website should allow the user to edit and manage their wedding list at different
times

§

The website should allow users to search wedding lists by username

§

The website should allow the user to purchase items from the website

§

The website should allow the user to be directed to third party websites if they
prefer to purchase from them

§

The website should allow multiple users to club together in order to make a larger
purchase

§

The website should let the user choose where they want the products delivered

§

The website should allow the users to leave a message if the item is being delivered
directly to the couple

§

The website should make sure that once an item is purchased it cannot be purchased
by another user

§

The website should allow the user to contact the website administration team in
case there are any technical problems that need reporting

2.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements
Non-Functional requirements refer to the “ilities” of a system. For example, they refer to
attributes such as reliability and usability (Scaledagileframework.com, 2016.) In general,
they describe how or how well a function should be provided. They may cover the whole
system or relate to specific functional requirements (Sqa.org.uk, 2016.) As such, there may
be some non-functional requirements which are universal across a broad range of services.
The Wedding Wish List entails the following non-functional requirements:
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Usability: The website should be simple to follow and should be intuitive. It should
be designed so that no prior knowledge of the website is needed in order to start
using it. The pathway around the website should be clear and precise

§

Scalability: The website should be able to deal with a large amount of traffic

§

Availability: The website should be available to visit all the time

§

Maintainability: The website should be consistent in terms of layout and interaction

§

Security: The website should not make available unauthorised access to the system
and its data. Users must not feel insecure about visiting the website

§

Ethical: The website must not contain or promote anything that is deemed
discriminatory or offensive to anyone

2.3.3 Summarising System Requirements
The user stories are important as they help to outline exactly what users will look for when
interacting with the website. They also provide valuable information as to where current
similar systems are flawed. Out of the user stories the functional requirements become
apparent. These will act as a strong foundation for building the website. They work as a
convenient check-list when constructing the website. The non-functional requirements also
provide a list of rules to adhere to. If the website fails in regards to non-functional
requirements, then it is unlikely to run successfully and will not be visited by users.
2.4 Exploring The Solution
The benefit of undertaking background research is that it allows for extensive research into
the current market. The foundation of The Wedding Wish List was laid during the analysis
phase. It was clear that stakeholders such as wedding couples and guests would benefit
from a tool such as The Wedding Wish List. Figure 2 outlines a broad look at the proposed
solution. At this stage it was highlighted that the tool must include a database of products
which can be grouped together into distinct tables for users to view and select. There would
be two different types of users who could access the tool: wedding couples and their guests.
Depending on which stakeholder they were, users would follow slightly different paths
when navigating through The Wedding Wish List. A database of products remains consistent
throughout and the products that the guests view are the same products the couples
initially had access to. The couples can add particular products to their own wish lists. The
primary proposed solution also allowed for the guests to view the full database of products.
13
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Figure 2 – Solution Rich Picture

This idea was later disbanded as it seemed meaningless to allow guests to view all products.
Moreover, a non-functional requirement of the website is the simplicity of using it. Thus it
seemed sufficient that users only view the products from a list they will potentially purchase
from.
2.5 App
During the early stages of analysis, a mobile app was considered as a suitable platform for
the application. This would have been developed using Android Studio. This software
package allows for the front end and back end of the app to be developed within the one
environment. Java would have been used for looking after the functionality of the app,
while Android Studio’s own design view will have been used for developing the user
interface.
2.5.1 Benefits of Developing an App
The principal reasons put forward for developing The Wedding Wish List on an app were:
§

Accessibility: Users would only need to open the app on their phones rather than
opening their browsers and then typing in the website address

14
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Development in Android Studio: Android Studio is an intuitive piece of software
that allows for quick and successful development, for example, implementing the
“drag and drop” option within design view

§

SQLite: Android Studio comes with SQLite as default. This allows for access to
databases by importing the relevant Android classes. This was particularly of
interest as databases play a key role in The Wedding Wish List

2.5.2 Ultimate Drawbacks of Developing an App
As presented, there were some compelling reasons to choose app development for The
Wedding Wish List. Ultimately though the drawback outweighed the benefits. These
included:
§

Usability: In order to comfortably navigate around the full list of products a website
is better suited than an app. This is due to the sheer volume of products that will be
available. After a certain period of time, scrolling through the products on a mobile
device could prove inconvenient. Similarly, registration with The Wedding Wish List
is more straightforward if it is completed via a web browser on a desktop or laptop

§

MySQL: As databases are vital to this project there must be a sufficient tool to
manage the databases. SQLite does not offer as much as MySQL. MySQL is more
intuitive to use and operate

§

Demographics: A vital point to consider is the users of The Wedding Wish List. Buying
wedding gifts is not an activity that is limited to the younger generation. Anyone who
is a guest to a wedding typically wants to purchase wedding gifts. Using a mobile app
may prove difficult to implement for the older generation as they are not as used to
smartphones as the younger generation. Therefore, developing an app may result in
the loss of older users

2.6 Summary of Analysis
The importance of suitable analysis is critical in outlining a suitable solution to the problem
that faces the various stakeholders involved with The Wedding Wish List. The analysis has
highlighted the need for The Wedding Wish List as a service to be offered to wedding
couples and their guests. As with any project the functional and non-functional
requirements provide a sound framework in which to develop the tool.
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3.1 Design
This chapter will outline the design phase of the project. It will focus on the user interface
and the internal architecture of the project. The main areas to consider are the creation of
the database, web page development and front end development. These areas will be
presented in turn.
3.1.1 Initial Set-up
All of the design was undertaken while running any existing prototypes of the website off
the local host. A WAMP server was installed using Bitnami so that the website could be
hosted on the local host. This meant development would not be affected by any issues
regarding internet access or signal.
3.2 The Database
The database is critical for The Wedding Wish List. The whole operation of the project is
dependent on the correct development and implementation of the database. The database
was created using phpMyAdmin. This ensures that it can be used in conjunction with the
web pages.
A database called ‘wwlist’ was created within phpMyAdmin which will contain all the tables
used within the project. The following tables are essential for The Wedding Wish List:
§

A users table which will store all the information about each user who registers with
the website

§

Distinct tables for every category of product, for example, kettles, toasters etc.

§

Individual tables that will be created to hold the wish list of users

Each table requires attributes that will be relative to the table they are stored in. Insertion
and deletion of data will be executed using PHP commands. An overview of each table and
the attributes that are required are outlined in Figure 3.
Each user will have to register on the website in order to start using The Wedding Wish List.
This will require them to input a username of their choice, password, email address and the
date of their wedding. Note that a username is chosen rather than a first name, last name or
full name. This is to account for the fact that couples may wish to choose a name that refers
to
16
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Tables and Their Attributes
User Table

Product Table

Wish List Table

User ID

Product ID

Product ID

Username

Brand

Brand

Password

Description

Description

Email Address

Price

Price

Wedding Date

Image

Image

Figure 3 – Table Showing Tables and Their Attributes

both of them. It is this username that couples will use to search for relevant wish lists. Upon
registration a user ID will be assigned to the wedding couple. The auto increment command
is enabled in phpMyAdmin so that the user ID increments by one each time a new user is
entered into the user table. There will be a composite primary key for the users table which
will consist of the user’s userID, username and email address. These fields will be unique to
each user and cannot be duplicated. Figure 4 highlights the wwlist database and shows the
different tables that make up the database.

Figure 4 - Database Structure as Shown in phpMyAdmin Designer
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Each time a user registers with the website another table is automatically generated with
the username acting as the name of the table. This table will hold the wish list of the user.
The structure is the same as the tables used to hold the products. This is for simplicity so
that data can easily be transferred for a product’s table to a wish list without any issues.
Figure four shows that a table for a user with username ‘andrew’ has been created. The
composite keys have been successfully created as well so user ‘andrew’ is not only identified
by their username but also their userID and email address. When a guest searches for the
andrew wish list then the list will be displayed much the same way the products list is
displayed for registered users of the website.
3.2.1 Data Types
The data entered into the database tables must have a relevant data type. This helps when
displaying the information on the web pages.
Figure 5 outlines the different data types that will be used in the appropriate tables. The
tables used for the products and the wish lists will be the same. Therefore, the data types
must be equivalent. The Product ID will be an int that is hard coded into the table. The
Brand of the item is entered using a varchar of size 255. Description is text to allow for more
information to be stored within this field. The price is a float in order to allow for decimal
points when displaying the price on screen. The image will be displayed using an image
path. Initially, jpeg images were entered into the database and saved as blobs. However,
this required a lot of storage space and slowed down the operation of the database. To
combat this the images have been stored in a folder and this path is entered into the image
field as a varchar. The path will allow for the images to be displayed on the web pages
without cluttering the database. Finally, the wedding date is input in date format.
The length of most of the varchars is 255 as this is the upper limit available. This is applied to
the image and brand attributes to account for lengthier inputs such as hyperlinks to the
image paths. The username and password have been customised to a length of 65 and 32
respectively in order to combat inputting needlessly long attributes in these fields.
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Attribute

Data Type

Product ID

int (11)

Brand

varchar (255)

Description

text

Price

float

Image

varchar (255)

Product ID

int (11)

Brand

varchar (255)

Description

text

Price

float

Image

varchar (255)

User ID

int (11)

Username

varchar (65)

Password

varchar (32)

Email Address

varchar (255)

Wedding Date

date

Figure 5 - Data Types in Database

3.2.2 Normalization
In order for the database to run successfully it is vital that it is normalized. Normalization is
the process of effectively organising data within a database. The two goals of normalization
are to eliminate redundant data and ensuring data dependencies make sense (Chapple,
2016.) For example, in Figure 6 an example table has been drawn up. The items are input
into the table relevant to their brand. This user so happens to have chosen three ‘Dualit’
branded items. These items enter into the table and all relevant sub data remains in that
row. So the description now contains three descriptions within the one field as does the
price and image fields. Figure 6 is an example of a table that is not normalized.
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032

Brand
Dualit

017

Denby

002

Delonghi

008

Dyson

Description
Kettle,
Toaster,
Coffee
Machine
White 16pc
set
Coffee
Machine
Vacuum
Cleaner

B00439191

Price (£)
199.99,
179.99,
69.99
99.99

Image
Image path
1, image
path 2,
image path 3
Image path

199.99

Image path

299.99

Image path

Figure 6 - Database Table Not Normalized

In order to eliminate the fields with multiple entries the data can be split and each product
now gets its own row. Figure 7 outlines how this is implemented. The three Dualit items are
split up across three rows. This makes the table more readable and allows data to be
retrieved quicker. Each product can be identified via the primary key which is the ID column
in this instance.
ID
032
036
005

Brand
Dualit
Dualit
Dualit

017

Denby

002

Delonghi

008

Dyson

Description
Kettle
Toaster
Coffee
Machine
White 16pc
set
Coffee
Machine
Vacuum
Cleaner

Price (£)
199.99
179.99
69.99

Image
Image path
Image path
Image path

99.99

Image path

199.99

Image path

299.99

Image path

Figure 7 – Database Table Normalized

The above example shows the data in First Normal Form. This sets out the basic rules that
databases must comply with. The wwlist database is in the first normal form as there is no
field that contains more than one entry.
An important point to note is that there is no relationship between tables in the wwlist
database. Each table is distinct and does not rely on another table. The users table is
separate and stands alone as an area where the details of the users are kept. The wish list
tables are identified by their label which is the username of whoever the wish list belongs
to. These are displayed on the webpages with a title and then the relevant table below. The
products are stored in their relevant table and if one product is selected by a user the
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details are copied over into a new row in the user’s wish list table. Any interaction between
the tables is executed via PHP commands. PHP will be covered in the next section in this
chapter.
3.3 Designing User Interaction with PHP
Any operations that the website carries out between the user and the web pages is
executed using PHP commands. PHP was chosen as it can be used alongside MySQL to
provide interaction between a database and the user.
3.3.1 Security Risks
The initial design used MySQL and PHP together. However, after more extensive research
was carried out this approach was disbanded. The reason being MySQL is not deemed safe
when used within PHP commands. The user input is fed directly into MySQL queries within
PHP commands without escaping. This makes the code vulnerable to SQL injection attacks
(Larita, 2014). Hackers could use this to obtain sensitive information such as the user’s email
address. They can also manipulate the queries in order to alter the database.
3.3.2 MySQLi
There are two different approaches available. The first is to use MySQLi queries which work
very much like MySQL. The second is using the object orientated version of PHP. The former
option was chosen mainly due to time constraints. MySQLi is very similar to MySQL so there
were not many alterations to the PHP pages that had to be carried out. The latter would
involve much more background research which unfortunately was not feasible. If more time
was granted, the object orientated version of PHP would have been implemented in order
to comply with best practice and as a means to keep up-to-date with contemporary
practices. This is relevant as PHP is progressively moving towards becoming an object
orientated language.
3.3.3 PHP Development
Initially Adobe Dreamweaver CC was chosen for development of the webpages, as this
software was obtained from an external source free of charge. Three major issues were
discovered with Dreamweaver which ultimately resulted in a change of direction with
development:
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1. The latest version of Dreamweaver CC does not come with the database option as
default
2. Dreamweaver does most of the “hard work” for developers. As a result, it can be
easy to lose track of the development process by using Dreamweaver’s blank
template. The template is akin to a Microsoft Word blank document. Text can be
input and there are menus surrounding the template that allow for CSS editing. For
best practice another development tool should be chosen
3. Dreamweaver is not intuitive. It is a substantial piece of software that offers various
options for web development. Consequently, it seems cluttered and difficult to
navigate around at times
Due to these reasons, Notepad++ was chosen as the environment in which to develop the
web pages. It is a much more intuitive environment that allows for development in PHP, CSS
and HTML. These are the three core languages the web pages use. The pages were saved in
a folder within the Bitnami WAMP server. This then allowed the web pages to be displayed
via the local host by inputting ‘localhost:8080’ followed by the relevant PHP page into the
address bar. 8080 refers to the port that the website is on.
3.3.4 Connecting to the Database
Before any development is undertaken a connection to the database must be set up so that
the web pages can interact with it. Figure 8 demonstrates how this was achieved. A variable
called ‘$con’ was declared. This variable was a MySQLi query which connected to the
database. The parameters that the query takes is the server name (localhost in this case),
the username and password for the database and the name of the relevant database. An ‘if
statement’ was declared which outputs if there is an error connecting to the database. This
PHP command was saved in a file called ‘base.php.’ At the top of every web page the PHP
command <?php include ‘base.php’?> will ensure that a connection to the database occurs
for each page. The ‘$con’ variable can be implemented in these pages and used as a
parameter when carrying out MySQLi queries.
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Figure 8 - PHP Command to Connect to Database

3.3.5 Navigation Bar
One consistent element across all web pages is the navigation bar (Figure 9) which allows
the user to easily navigate around the website. It allows the user to jump from one area of
the website to another by clicking on the tabs.

Figure 9 - Navigation Bar for Web Pages

The navigation bar was designed in a separate HTML page. The page included the CDN links
at the top of the page so that bootstrap functions can be called thereafter. Figure 10

Figure 10 - HTML Page that Creates Navigation Bar

outlines the operation of the tab. Each tab is given a relevant id. The class is defined as
“active” which means that the individual tabs have a “shadow” effect whenever the user
mouses over them. The link for each tab is understandably the destination the user can
access by clicking the tab. The style will centre the text on each tab. In order for the other
web pages to access the navigation tab the following JavaScript function (included at the top
of each PHP page) is used within the relevant HTML tags which will execute this:
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<div id="nav-placeholder">
<script src="//code.jquery.com/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script>
$.get("navigation.html", function(data){
$("#nav-placeholder").replaceWith(data);
});
</script>
</div>

A slight variation of the navigation bar is used for the navigation bar that registered
members will view. Fortunately, Bootstrap allows for this by simply adding in another
section for the right hand side of the navigation bar. A PHP command is included which
consists of a welcome message to the user and an option to logout. The logout includes a
hyperlink to the members’ login screen.
3.3.6 Registering with Website
Visitors to the website have the option of registering with the website in order to begin
creating their wish lists. Wedding couples will have to register with the website in order to
start viewing products and subsequently create their wish list. Figure 11 outlines the

Figure 11 - HTML Form to Capture Data

form that is used within the HTML section of the register.php page. The username,
password, email address and wedding date are captured by using the PHP POST command.
This saves each input into a separate variable. These variables can be used within MySQLi
statements that input the variables into the users table in the database. The PHP command
includes “if else” statements that will firstly check that the user has entered data into the
username and password fields. If they have, then it will verify that no other user has chosen
that username. If this is the case, then an error message will output informing the user that
they must choose a different username. The PHP command will create a user wish list table
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upon registration. This will be empty as default. The user can then populate the table as
they create their wish list. Upon successful registration a success message is displayed on
screen with a link which directs the user back to the members’ portal so they can log in.
3.3.7 Members Portal
The members’ portal is the area that is exclusive to the wedding couples who register with
The Wedding Wish List. This area has a tab dedicated to it within the navigation bar. Once
the users navigate to the area they are presented with a HTML form for logging in as

Figure 12 - HTML Form for Logging In

presented in Figure 12. There are two labels dedicated to capturing the data input from the
user: ‘UserName’ and ‘Password.’ The labels take input type ‘text’ and are given a named
identifier. The class refers to the front end design which will capture the data. This is a box
which simply refers to a box design on the webpage. The form is defined as type ‘submit’ in
order to let the PHP commands know that the data is to be submitted to the database.

Figure 13 - PHP Commands to Login User

Figure 13 is the only PHP code that is included on the member’s portal page in Notepad++.
This is due to the fact that the page simply redirects the user to their personal welcome
page. The beginning of the page makes use of the session_start() function in PHP. This
command is to begin a session and information is stored temporarily in this session. PHP can
access the information by using a GET or POST request. The sessions in this instance will be
the login sessions of each user. The webpage also includes the base.php page so that the
database can be accessed. This should always be placed at the top of the page so that any
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code following will refer to the base.php page. An “if” statement will check that the user has
submitted a username and password in the form. If this is true, then it will set the session
username to the username that was submitted in the form. This means that this username
will be saved across all pages that make use of the session_start() function. Finally, the “if”
statement navigates the user to the welcome page.
The welcome page will also make use of the session_start() function and the “include
‘base.php’” command. This ensures that the username entered on the welcome page is
applicable to the welcome page. In order to call the correct username the
$_SESSION[‘username’] is implemented. This ensures that the username for that session will
be referred to. The page calls the ‘member_nav.php’ to display the navigation bar that is
displayed for users. As discussed, this is a similar navigation bar that includes a logout
option for the user on the right hand side of the navigation bar.

Figure 14 – Creating Table to echo out User’s Wish List

The welcome area contains the area where users can access the products that The Wedding
Wish List offers. This is implemented using a header command that navigates to the
products page. There is also the option to display the user’s current list via a button. Figure
fourteen outlines what will ensue when the button is clicked. PHP commands will output the
table. The commands are implemented with Bootstrap and will look after the interface of
the table. An “if” statement confirms whether the button has been clicked. If it has, then it
will execute a MySQLi query called $result that takes two parameters. The first parameter is
the $con variable that will open a connection to the database. The second parameter is a
SQL select statement that will select all the data from the user’s wish list. Firstly, the table
and its column names are echoed out. A “while” statement will be executed to echo out the
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contents of the user’s wish list. The boolean expression will check that each row is
equivalent to a value from the result variable that obtained the user’s wish list. The body of
the statement will select each field from the user’s wish list and echo the value in the
relevant field on the table.
3.3.8 Outputting Images from Database
Images are output from the database by referring to the path of the images. This is chosen
over using blobs as it does not use as much space within the database and will not diminish
the speed of the operation. As shown in Figure 14, a variable is declared and initialized that
will store the path to the images:
$img_url = "http://localhost:8080/";

This will direct the web pages to the location within the server where the product images
are stored. Then it is a case of concatenating the variable with the relevant image path
stored in the image fields within the database.
3.3.9 Editing Wish List
The user has the option to edit their list. In other words, they are not restricted to one
session where they create their list and cannot edit it again. In order to add products to
their current list they simply navigate to the products page and add products accordingly. If
they want to delete products, then they can click remove from the wish list table displayed
on the welcome page. The reference to removing is done using the ‘?id’ identifier. This
allows for the identifier to be used in an “if” statement below the table output. The
statement checks that that remove button was clicked. If it was, then it carries out a SQL
statement that will delete that product and its entire row from the wish list table.
3.3.10 Products Section
The users can access the product list by clicking on the relevant link on the welcome page.
The products page displays the list of product departments that The Wedding Wish List
offers: kettles, toasters, coffee machines, vacuum cleaners, crockery and glassware. These
categories of products were chosen as they constitute typical gifts that are often purchased
as wedding gifts.
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Figure 15 - Wells Used to Display Product Categories

The product categories are displayed on the products page. Instead of a table, they are
displayed using the Bootstrap ‘well’ class (as shown in Figure 15.) This offers some variation
on previous displays and separates out the different categories clearly. The wells are
defined as small wells. The main class will also utilize the CSS code for the main class (shown
in Figure 16.)

Figure 16 - CSS code for Main Class

The characteristics of the text will adhere to the code contained within the main class. The
font used is a google font which offers a slightly more interesting style than the CSS default
styles. Each set of div tags which contain the wells for the product categories also contain
the relevant link to redirect the user to the product page they desire.
Once the user has navigated successfully to the relevant products page they are presented
with a table displaying all the products within that category. Each category contains six
different products. The data is retrieved from the database exactly the same way as the
wish list tables are. Firstly, a table is output using PHP commands that will display the table
columns and headings. Then the web page connects to the database and displays the
products from the relevant table. The difference between the individual product tables and
the wish list tables is that the remove function is replaced with an ‘Add to List’ function. This
is displayed to the user via a link beside each product image. Figure 17 contains a snapshot
of the “if” statement that is executed whenever the user adds a particular product to their
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list. A result variable is declared and initialized using a MySQLi query. The variable connects
to the database and then executes a select statement that will select the relevant product.
The statement selects all the products from the table which have the same id number as the
product that was chosen by the user. ‘Limit 1’ ensures that only one product is chosen with

Figure 17 - If Statement to Insert Product into Wish List

that id so that duplication of products does not occur. A variable ‘row’ will be initialized with
an associative array containing the values obtained from the result query. Another “if”
statement will create a variable that will add the product to the list. This is achieved via a SQL insert
statement that inserts values from the array into specific fields.

3.3.11 Searching for a List
As mentioned, stakeholders of The Wedding Wish List will also include those who are
attending weddings as guests. The path that guests take will differ from the registered users
of the website. The home screen permits guests to navigate to the section of the website
that allows them to search for a particular list. They can also navigate to this section by
using the ‘Find A List’ tab on the navigation bar. There are two pages that were created in
Notepad++, ‘find_a_list.php’ and ‘retrieve_list.php.’ ‘Find a list’ takes in the username of the
list the user is searching for. ‘Retrieve a list’ will display the wish list for the guest. Retrieving
the list simply outputs the contents of the user’s wish list the exact same way as the other
tables are displayed. However, this time the guests can choose to purchase items off the list.
If they choose to purchase the item, then they will be navigated to a section where they can
choose a purchase method. There are two methods available. The first option involves
purchasing the item directly from the internal site, i.e. purchasing directly from the wwlist
database. The second option will allow the user to purchase items from a third party
website. Both of these options will run a SQL select statement which will delete the item
from the wish list. This stops any other guest purchasing the same item thus tackling one of
the core issues surrounding wedding gift purchasing.
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3.4. Website Map
User interaction with the website follows two distinct paths with no real crossover between
them. The only aspects of the website that they share is the products that the wedding
couples choose for the guest to purchase. Figure 18 is a map of the website and the
different interactions are outlined. The wedding couples will navigate through the left hand
side of the map while the guests will navigate through the right hand side.

Figure 18 - Website Map

3.4.1 Wedding Couples’ Navigation
The homepage displays the welcome message and prompts the user to either begin building
a list (marked ‘Create’ on the map) or purchase a gift from the website (marked ‘Shop’ on
the map.) The navigation bar tabs are displayed in green on the map. The wedding couples
will only be interested in the members portal tab. This navigates them to the members’
portal page where they can log in. If they are not currently registered with the website, then
they can relocate to the register page. Upon completion of registration they will return to
the login page. Once the user has logged in they will be presented with the welcome page.
This allows them to view their current wedding list. They can remove items off their list if
they wish. A link to the products page will allow the guest to move to a list of product
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categories. The list contains links to the different product pages: kettles, toasters, coffee
machines, glassware, crockery and vacuum cleaners. Each page displays the products in that
category and an option for the couple to add products to their list. The navigation bar
provides the user an opportunity to navigate to the home page or return to the members’
area. The ‘Logout’ button will log the user out and return them to the homepage.
3.4.2 Guests’ Navigation
The guests can choose the ‘Shop’ button on the homepage in order to search for a list. They
can also click on the ‘Find a List’ tab within the navigation bar. Once relocated, they can
search for the relevant wedding list using the username the couple will have provided them
with. The ‘Retrieve List’ page will display the results of the guests’ searches. Here, they can
add items to their basket. Once they are satisfied with their choices they will navigate to the
‘Purchase’ page (also obtained by clicking on the ‘Cart’ icon.) They can opt to purchase the
gifts from The Wedding Wish List or from a third party.
3.5 Summary of Design
The key aspects of the design stage have been outlined. These include the database model,
PHP code and website navigation. At this stage The Wedding Wish List is very much a rough
prototype that needs to be implemented in order to evaluate where more development is
needed. This approach will now be discussed.

4.1 Implementation
The Wedding Wish List is now in a “useable” state. It is possible to the navigate through the
website and get a feel for what it has to offer. This chapter will focus on using the website
and demonstrating the code architecture. It will look in more detail at the PHP code that is
the main instrument in the architecture. It will also focus on the MySQLi implementation
with PHP. It will outline the code constructed that implements the design of the website,
mainly HTML5, CSS and Bootstrap.
4.1.1 Hardware
All the development for The Wedding Wish List was implemented using an Asus PU551L
laptop which possessed an Intel Core i7 processor. The laptop ran the latest version of
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Windows 10. Occasionally the desktop computers in Ulster University Jordanstown lab were
used. These computers ran Windows 7.
4.1.2 WAMP Server
The development was undertaken using the localhost to run the webpages. In order to do
this a WAMP server was downloaded. There were various options available when choosing a
WAMP server. Bitnami was ultimately chosen due to the positive reviews that accompanied
it. Bitnami is a library of software packages that provides the user with the relevant tools to
start developing a website. The advantage is that the website can be run while it is being
development. As it is being run off the localhost there is no need for an internet connection.

Figure 19 - Bitnami Servers

Figure 20 - File Path within Bitnami Folder

Once downloaded, it is important to run the servers within Bitnami. Figure 19 outlines the
two servers used for The Wedding Wish List. These are the MySQL Database server and the
Apache Web Server. This permits the database to connect to the web pages. A Bitnami
folder was created on the laptop’s Desktop which held the relevant folders needed for the
PHP and MySQL operations. Figure 20 outlines the file path to the Apache server. This folder
contained the htdocs folder which contained all the PHP files that would ultimately become
the web pages. Images of products were also stored within this figure so that they could be
displayed from the database by using the relevant file path. The Apache folder also contains
the logs folder. The logs folder contained the error log file which is of monumental
significance for development. Any errors when using the website were logged here and
allowed for successful troubleshooting.
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4.1.3 phpMyAdmin
As discussed, the database within The Wedding Wish List is key to the successful operation
of the website. The environment used for developing the database was phpMyAdmin. This

Figure 21 -Database within phpMyAdmin

allowed for interaction with PHP commands through Notepad++. Figure 21 outlines the
overview of the database within phpMyAdmin. Here, the tables are displayed. Each table
structure can be edited either by using phpMyAdmin’s own IU or by executing SQL queries.
The UI that phpMyAdmin supplies was used to create an initial users table so that users can
register with the website.
4.1.4 Development Approach
Before development began, some time was set aside in order to learn PHP. Due to time
constraints only a brief overview of PHP was researched, with most of the learning taking
place during development and while code was being implemented. This slowed the
development phase down slightly in the early cycles. However, the later cycles could be
sped up due to a better understanding of PHP obtained from the troubleshooting
undertaken in earlier cycles.
An agile methodology was adopted during the implementation phase. The advantages of
adopting such an approach is that it provides constant feedback that is relevant. It allows for
continuous integration and for prototypes to be kept up to date. Once the design phase had
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been completed a very basic prototype of The Wedding Wish List was available to use. In
order to improve upon the prototypes, the following process was implemented:
1. Prototype is run
2. Prototype is evaluated
3. Analysis for improvements on prototype undertaken
4. Improvements designed
5. Improvements implemented
6. Back to step 1
These six steps allowed for constant improvements on the different prototypes that were
implemented.
The agile methodology was applied in cycles.
4.1.4 First Cycle
The first cycle consisted of using the most basic version of the website. A simple homepage
was created in HTML5 that displayed a welcome message. There was also a link that
navigated the user to a registration form. The registration form was implemented using
HTML to display the form and PHP commands to carry out the execution. MySQLi was used
with the PHP commands so that the user’s information would be sent to the user table
within the wwlist database. The SQL executions were INSERT statements. An “if” statement
was written that checked for any existing members. If they existed and then tried to register
again, an error message would be displayed. Upon successful completion of registration, the
user navigated back to the homepage.
4.1.5 Second Cycle
The evaluation of the first cycle will understandably contain substantial areas that needed
to be improved. The first prototype was very much a shell that tested relevant
“connections” were running correctly, mainly the communication between phpMyAdmin
and the PHP commands in Notepad++. The second cycle built upon what was contained
within the first cycle. The homepage was improved aesthetically. Bootstrap was used to
create a navigation bar. This navigation was created in a separate PHP file. A JavaScript call
to the file was inserted at the top of the homepage (see Figure 22).
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Figure 22 - JavaScript call for Navigation Bar

Implementing the navigation bar in this manner ensured a more effective approach as it was
more straightforward to include a script within the HTML code rather than the full Bootstrap
code each time. The design for the navigation bar was produced using CSS. This was
included within style tags. This allowed the colour to be defined, along with the shadow
design that was implemented for each tag.
A background image was chosen and included in style tags. Again, these tags can now be
included within each page. The background image chosen was an etched design in soft grey
and white. This provided a sound basis for any text and images to be laid on top without any
issues regarding readability.
4.1.6 Third Cycle
The third cycle built upon the design implemented within the second cycle. So far the
background colour scheme had been decided for the overall project. Pictures were added to
the home page to distinguish the different paths users could take. Two buttons were
created that would direct the couples to the members’ area, and similarly would direct
guests to the search engine for finding lists.
The wish lists had to be designed that would hold the items that each couple chose. This
involved checking whether a user had registered. If so, then a separate table would be
created that could be identified using their username (see Figure 23.)

Figure 23 - User Tables Being Created

A MySQLi query carried out this execution within an “if” statement. The statement checked
whether a registration query had taken place. If it had, then the new MySQLi query was
executed. It took two parameters: the variable to connect to the database and the SQL
query that created the table. A success message was output once the user’s table had
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successfully been created. This now meant that the users could visit the website and have a
wish list automatically generated for them. The tables would currently be empty.
The welcome section for users signing in was created. A message was displayed as a heading
that welcomed the user. Sessions had not yet been set up so a user’s name was hard coded
in at this point in order to test the prototype. The user’s table was output that displayed the
current wish list. This was empty but demonstrated that the database connection was
successfully set up with the PHP commands.
Research into appropriate products had been carried out at the analysis phase. In order to
implement them into the website separate tables had to be created based on the product
category. Tables to hold kettles, toasters, coffee machines, crockery, glassware and vacuum
cleaners were set up. The relevant data was entered into the database using the
phpMyAdmin UI as it was a much quicker approach. PHP pages had to be created to
correspond with the products tables. These pages were created but all they did was display
the items in table created within the HTML section of the PHP pages. In order to
demonstrate interaction between the tables an ‘Add to List’ link was added to each row in
the tables. An “if” statement checked whether the button had been clicked. If it had, then
the product was inserted into the wish list table (via hardcoding of username.) This
highlighted the successful interaction between tables. It was at this stage that the
importance of PHP sessions was noted. This would allow for distinct users to add items to
their own lists after they log on.
4.1.7 Fourth Cycle

Figure 24 - Sessions Created for Users and Guests

Figure 24 outlines the creation of sessions within the PHP pages. It was evident at this stage
that two different sessions would be required for the website. One would facilitate the
wedding couples (user) who register with the website. Session variables can then be
declared so that important information, such as username, could be passed from pages that
the user would navigate through. This meant that users could now visit different products
pages and add them to their list. The hardcoding of the username was replaced with a
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$_SESSION [“login_user”] variable that referred to each user. This also facilitated the user
wish list tables being created upon registration.
The guest session dealt with guests navigating around the website. A session variable
$_SESSION [“wisher”] was created within this session. The variable referred to the name
that guests input into the search engine. This meant that any future executions involving
this wish list could be carried out successfully. The sessions both functioned as expected,
however there was no option to destroy the sessions at the appropriate stages. This was
addressed in the next cycle.
4.1.8 Fifth Cycle
The fifth cycle expanded on the sessions created in the fourth cycle. So far the sessions
could be distinguished for users (wedding couples) and guests. In order for the sessions to
be destroyed correctly an alteration to the navigation bar was carried out. Two further PHP
pages were created and the code for the navigation bar was copied in. Each PHP page was
altered slightly so that the navigation bar now displayed something on the right hand side. It
was decided that for users a welcome message would be displayed along with a logout
option.

Figure 25 - Session Destroy for User

An “if” statement destroyed the user session when logout was selected by the user. As
shown in Figure 25, options were added that destroy the session if the user logged out or
navigated away from the members’ portal.
The guest session had to accommodate a shopping cart so that an option to purchase gifts
was available. A shopping cart tab was added to the right hand side of the guest navigation
bar. A table was created within the database called ‘cart.’ This table would act as the guest’s
shopping cart. An ‘Add to Basket’ button was inserted beside each row in the wish list table.
When a guest clicked on the button the item was added to the shopping cart. The shopping
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cart could then be viewed by the guest. The guest had the option to remove items from the
cart. If they were satisfied, then they could choose to purchase the items. This option was
not included at this stage.
4.1.9 Sixth Cycle
The evaluation stage of the fifth cycle underlined the importance of the purchasing facility
within The Wedding Wish List. At this moment no option to actually buy the products from a
wish list was available. The first process set up was to create links to Amazon so that the
guest could purchase from the third party provider.

Figure 26 - Links to Amazon stored in Variables

Links to all the products on Amazon were obtained. Each link was stored in a suitably named
variable (shown in Figure 26) so that the variable could be called upon when needed. Figure
27 outlines the “if” statements that were implemented to check which product was selected
by the guest. The “if” statements check whether the product was selected (“?third”) and
then confirmed that the correct Product ID number matched the ID number of the row that
was selected. If it was, then the user was redirected to the relevant Amazon page.

Figure 27 - If statements to redirect users to Amazon
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When the user is redirected the item will be deleted from the list so that no other user can
purchase it. The issue at this stage referred to purchasing directly from The Wedding Wish
List. A MySQLi query was run that totalled all the items in the shopping cart and displayed
them in one row table below the cart. The issue was that PHP could not display the total as
it was stored as an object. The variable it was stored in would have to be converted in order
for PHP to display the value.
4.1.10 Seventh Cycle
The seventh cycle began with creating a ‘contact us’ page so that users could leave feedback
on the website. This was developed using a form that saved the comments into a comments
table within the database. A text data type was used to store the messages from users. No
session was set for this page as the contact us page is not restricted to any kind of user. The
wedding couples can use it as a means to contact administration or leave feedback
regarding their experience. Guests can use it for the same reasons. Other users who visit the
site can use the contact us page to obtain more information regarding The Wedding Wish
List.
4.2 Summary of Implementation
The implementation phase was approached with an agile methodology. This allowed for
constant feedback which was used in order to improve the prototype between distinct
cycles. The Wedding Wish List is now a functioning website that can help solve the problems
addressed in the introduction. Guests are able to view the wish lists of their friends and
family knowing that the items were chosen by the wedding couple themselves.

5.1 Testing and Evaluation
Now that The Wedding Wish List has been created, it must be tested to assess the
functionality.
5.2.1 Test Case 1
The first test case was carried out in house by the developer. This involved verifying that
each item could be added to a list and subsequently viewed by the guest. Every single item
was added to a newly created wish list. The user session was destroyed and then the
website was visited again but as a guest. The relevant wish list was searched for and some
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products were chosen to be added to the shopping cart. The following evaluations were
drawn up after the first test case:
1. Some of the links to Amazon would not work when selected. After some research
was undertaken the conclusion was drawn that this was due to position of the PHP
tags within the HTML code. The PHP tags were positioned as early as possible in the
files. This was executed within reason, as some PHP tags had to be displayed in a
particular position on the page. For example, any PHP command that made use of a
variable obtained from a table obviously had to go below the PHP tags displayed the
table. The order in which the ‘header’ command was executed was also important as
this interferes with sessions in PHP
2. The registration page began to display the registration form in a “stepped” format
rather than the standard format that it had been recently displaying. A design flaw
was not initially identified but the functionality of the form was still intact as users
could still register
5.2.2 Test Case 2
The second test case was undertaken by one of the users who contributed to the user
stories. The user critically assessed the non-functional requirements of the website and
provided the following evaluations:
1. The navigation between the products page and the individual product category
pages was not very intuitive. Currently the user will navigate to the products page
which displays the product categories. If they wish to visit each page of products,
they must navigate back and forth between the pages. They suggested the option of
adding a products option to the navigation bar so that the products area will be
directly accessible at all times to users who are logged in
2. When a product was selected by the user to be input into the wish list, the relevant
products page refreshed and displayed the first item in the table. This was due to the
SQL queries that made use of the ‘LIMIT’ function to limit the selection to one
product. The query did not affect the functionality of the website but it did not
benefit the usability of the site
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3. The user also highlighted that there was no message displayed stating that the
product had successfully been added to the list. This could be addressed by
implementing some of the Bootstrap classes
5.2.3 Test Case 3
The third test case was undertaken by another user who contributed to the user stories.
They visited the website as a guest. They were given the username of one of the wish lists
and asked to purchase items off it. They came up with the following evaluations:
1. There was no option to search for a list via the couple’s surname. The only way to
find a list was via the username supplied. However, this was chosen so that the
couple could choose a unique username that referred to both of them
2. The tables that the wish lists were displayed in were very simplistic. They made the
website look “amateurish.” In order to combat this, implementation of Bootstrap
classes was undertaken in order to provide a variation to the standard HTML tables
5.2.4 Evaluations of Functional Requirements
The user stories outlined the need for a wish list service that would allow wedding couples
to create their own wish lists. Guests should be able to view the wish lists and purchase off
them. In terms of functionality, the website met the minimal viable product in that users are
able to register with the website and begin populating their website. Guests are also able to
visit the website and straight away search for a list.
The functionality fails however in terms of catering for some of the user stories. For
example, the older couple who have already been married before stated they did not want
“start-up” products such as kettles and toasters. They were more interested in items that
could be used to decorate their homes. Such items would include photo frames,
candlesticks, mirrors etc. If more time was permitted the database of products could have
been extended to cater for a wider range of product categories. More product tables could
have been added that focused on decorating the home and creating a unique interior design
via what products the website offered. Instead, the products are very much geared towards
those coupes who are starting a new life together.
The functionality could also be improved in terms of the database. The database model did
not contain any relational data. Due to time constraints, the approach chosen was to simply
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have populated tables containing products or user details. Data could be abstracted from
the tables via PHP commands. An improvement could have been made in that the tables
could have been linked via primary and foreign key constraints. For example, the User ID
could have been the primary key in the user table. This could join the cart table so that the
cascade option could have been implemented within the table structure. Therefore, once an
item was purchased off the list (i.e. deleted from cart table) it would be automatically
deleted off the wish list table. This would limit the need for MySQLi queries carrying out this
execution within the PHP pages.
5.2.5 Evaluations of Non-Functional Requirements
The non-functional requirements were based around how intuitive the website navigation
was. The feedback from the test cases outlined some issues with the non-functional
requirements.
Some users found it difficult to navigate between the different product categories. They did
not appreciate having to navigate via the back button on the browser. This contributed a
more negative experience of using the website. It was not intuitive to navigate back to the
products page so some users suggested a products area within the navigation bar. The
reason this was not implemented on the navigation tab was because guests should not have
access to the products. This is because they may be tempted to purchase gifts from the
product list that are not on the wish list thus defeating the whole purpose of having a
tailored wish list in the first place.
In terms of security, the website offered a slightly more positive experience. Initially MySQL
was implemented with PHP to run SQL queries within the PHP pages. After further research
was undertaken it became clear that MySQL commands were not safe to use within PHP.
They were vulnerable to hacking, which would open up sensitive information such as email
addresses to hackers. Therefore, MySQLi was chosen to offer users a secure experience
when using the website.
The Wedding Wish List offers a consistent colour scheme. The same background image is
used on every page. The different forms that are used follow the same design. The tables
were implemented using Bootstrap to offer a slightly altered version to the default HTML
table. This allowed the table heads to be inverted and for a border to be executed on the
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table structure. All tables followed the same structure. The problem with this colour scheme
is that is deliberately very neutral. This is acceptable in terms of not confusing users in terms
of readability or usability. However, it can be seen as “boring” and not very adventurous.
Unfortunately, a correct balance had to be chosen so that first and foremost users could
read data that was displayed on the web pages. The colour scheme chosen was best suited
to this.
5.3 Summary of Testing and Evaluation
This chapter evaluated The Wedding Wish List with regards to the functional and nonfunctional requirements. The users who supplied user stories were asked to provide
feedback on their experiences of using the website. These users were best suited to
evaluate the website as they helped shaped the requirements of the website. Success of the
website is based on whether their requirements were met.

6.1 Conclusions
6.2.1 Objectives
The main aim of this project was to address the issue of shopping for a wedding gift. Too
often wedding couples do not receive the gift they truly desire and a lot of resources have
been wasted in terms of time and money. The guest will find it stressful to find something
that is suitable for the wedding couple. The Wedding Wish List is a tool created that aims to
resolve this issue. It is a website that allows wedding couples to create their own wish lists.
Guests can then visit the website and purchase off the wish lists. The key element here is
that the guest can purchase off the list with confidence as they know the gift chosen by the
wedding couple is something the couple actually desire. The wedding couple will be satisfied
in that they will receive gifts they have practical use for.
6.2.2 Initial Approach
The Wedding Wish List was a project undertaken over a period of nine months. At the
beginning of the nine months the approach was mapped out as to what the project would
entail. The initial plan was to develop an Android app so that the functionality of the project
could be developed using Java. The front end of the app could be developed in the same
environment using the Android Studio design view and XML files. It became clear during the
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analysis phase that a different approach was required. Primarily, the project should involve
development of a website so as not to exclude any stakeholders. This involved acquiring
knowledge of PHP, which took up a considerable amount of time throughout the project.
This was a new skill that had never been accessed before so learning was “on-the-job.” In
hindsight, this was a very valuable technique to learning a new language such as PHP.
However, it slowed down the overall approach to the project as issues were not intuitively
picked up. A lot of troubleshooting was done by using the error log files within the Bitnami
server.
6.2.3 Critical Assessment
The previous chapter outlined the evaluation of The Wedding Wish List in terms of the
requirements set out in the analysis stage. Overall, the project did not deliver on all the
requirements. As discussed, there are issues with usability in that some users did not find
certain areas of the website intuitive to navigate through. If the website was produced for
commercial use, then these issues would have had their own timescale assigned to them to
address the issues properly. Due to time constraints, the usability issues were not
completely eradicated. The functionality of the website has been more successful as the
user stories outlined in the analysis have largely been met.
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